This M.Ed. provides in-depth knowledge and understanding of learning theory and practice, specifically exploring technology in learning in today’s digital environment.

**Application Requirements:**
- Nationally-recognized program
- VCU Graduate School online application
- Convenient format designed for working professionals (most classes in the face-to-face format, but some are online and/or hybrid)
- Three letters of recommendation
- Faculty with real-world experience working in adult learning environments
- Transcripts from previous academic work
- May be completed in two years if take two courses per semester (not required)
- At least a 3.0 GPA on last 60 hours of coursework
- Small class size; focused faculty attention
- In lieu of a thesis and comprehensive exam, students create an e-portfolio and undertake an Action Learning project that focuses on real problems of strategic importance to an organization
- Focus is on learning and development with projects which may be part of the student’s actual work and relevant to their current position
- Hands-on experience in working with and in adult learning environments

**Application Deadline:** Due to the current situation, deadlines are different for each program. Please contact soeintl@vcu.edu

**For more information, please contact:**
Ben Olsoe, M.A.
Program Coordinator
soeintl@vcu.edu